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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Draw a shape! KLUŚ will transform it into a luminaire.

MIFOR-70 is an innovative LED lighting system. It inspires you to play with its shape.

Creating lighting according to the architect's / investor's sketch
Enabling visual consistency with any interior design
Building lighting fixtures with soft and polygonal shapes
The system has a diffuser with good lighting parameters, high
mechanical strength, fire and UV resistance
Guarantee of pattern repeatability
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- construction of lighting fixtures with fluid or polygonal shapes
- creating linear, planar or openwork light compositions

Mounting

- suspended, using dedicated accessories,
- can be easily connected into runs

Additional information

What is MIFOR-70 in practice?

MIFOR-70 is  a  system that  allows you to easily  build  irregular  lighting fixtures of  almost  any shape,  including
open, closed and openwork. The lighting fixtures can take the form of circles, "soft" arcs transforming into the
shape of a luminous line or plane.

MIFOR-70 can flexibly adapt to the design concept. The system does not only enable creating "soft" forms but
also connecting the fixtures into strings and multiplying shapes. This allows you to create effective, polygonal,
especially  bent,  "undulating"  light  compositions.  MIFOR-70 fixtures  are  intended to  be  suspended on  wires  to
the ceiling.

For architects, the main attraction of the MIFOR system is undoubtedly not being limited to specific, standard
lighting  fixtures  available  on  the  market.  The  possibilities  offered  by  the  MIFOR-70  system  encourage
unconventional  creation,  and even provoke to design architecture in parallel  with lighting,  already at the
concept stage. Such an "open" approach will certainly enrich the design with new means of expression.
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Possible application:

Hotel receptions and lobbies
Modern office spaces
Shopping centers
Public buildings
Cultural institutions
Sports halls
Museum rooms
Auditoriums
Restaurants
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